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The article by Professor V.A. Volokh is dedicated to one of the most controversial issues of our time – migration issues in and out of Russia. In the context of economic and political globalization not only basic characteristics of the international migration process have changed, but also their determinants. The EU Member States are seriously concerned about the issues of uncontrolled flow of migrants from the Middle East and try to find ways to resolve the immigration crisis. In Russia, with the increasing flow of refugees from Eastern Ukraine and other categories of migrants, this problem has also acquired great importance.

Prof. V.A. Volokh examines in detail the state migration policy of the Russian Federation, processes and mechanisms of management of migration flows, measures taken to prevent illegal immigration in the country, and suggests possible ways to optimize legislation on refugees.
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In the context of economic and political globalization not only basic characteristics of the international migration have changed, but also the factors that determine them. The scale of the world’s migration processes has a tendency to a permanent increase – more and more people get involved in them.

It should be noted that in the modern world there is a steady increase in legal and illegal migration flows to European countries, especially from countries with unstable socio-economic environment. According to the latest UN statistics, in 2013 the number of migrants in the world reached 232 million people, which is 57 million people more than in 2000. The top ten countries receiving the greatest number of migrants list 5 European countries, including the Russian Federation (2nd place), Germany (3rd place), France (7th place).

At the same time, in countries receiving migrants there are regular protests of migrants and the indigenous population. The most advanced
theories and practices of regulation of migration processes, cultural and linguistic integration of migrants do not fully cope with emerging threats to national unity of European countries.

Against the backdrop of the armed conflict in the Middle East displaced people rushed to Europe, many of whom tend to get in the Western countries. As of 2015, more than 800 thousand people applied for a refugee status in European countries, according to the Times citing the UN data. Most of those wishing to apply for the refugee status in the most developed EU countries are citizens of Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq. A significant number of applications also come from labour migrants.

The Member States of the European Union are seriously concerned about the problems of an uncontrolled flow of migrants from the Middle East rushing to Europe and try to find ways to solve the immigration crisis.

Obviously, the revaluation of the applied theories and practices should begin with a discussion and development of an understanding of the object, to which they are directed – a phenomenon of “external migration”. In the 20th century, external migration was successfully managed by the recipient states. Migration was an element of foreign and domestic policy of states and to a lesser extent depended on external factors.

Modern means of communication such as the Internet, television and telephone were not readily available to migrants. Transport infrastructure was not as accessible as it is today. Thus, moving to another country of residence meant the actual loss of cultural and linguistic ties with their former homeland. The decision to migrate was a kind of an existential choice for a person.

At present, taking into account the processes of globalization, the question arises of whether globalization is an additional factor stimulating external migration or external migration is subject to a greater degree of influence of other external factors. For example, how is the tool of social, cultural and economic policies of other countries used? Modern migrants “storm” public institutions, come to “conquer” countries within the framework of cultural, religious and political movements. Migrants are actively intruding into all areas of the state activities trying to influence redistribution of financial resources of the host countries.

There is “creeping” settling of migrants in the recipient states from the border areas with the creation of enclaves across the country. External migration can also be used as a means of lobbying interests of different transnational, international organizations, communities, transnational criminal groups.

It is possible to artificially stimulate migration flows in order to destabilize the situation in the host country. The work on redistribution of the world’s economic resources can also be carried out under the guise of ideological slogans and with the assistance of migrant communities.

Another most important stage of adaptation and integration of immigrants into society is granting citizenship to foreign citizens, since, in future, “new” citizens will enjoy the same rights as the native population. The desired result of naturalization is solution of demographic problems, augmentation of the cultural heritage and the economic well-being. In practice, a balance of interests of the indigenous and “new” citizens is not always struck. Newly arrived citizens in a number of cases begin to “impose” their traditions, stereotypes, culture on the indigenous population through the institute of state and law, and demand more attention from the government agencies.

As a result of the unconsidered process of naturalization the rights of the native population may be infringed. The question arises on whose rights are of greatest importance for the state – the
rights of native citizens or the rights of migrants – the future citizens of the state who arrived from foreign countries?

In deciding whether to grant citizenship to migrants, a question of how migrants perceive the host country should be considered – whether it is a resource for self-realization in their second home or an opportunity to live in a new place “by their own laws” without taking into account the views of local people.

The famous scientists Samuel Huntington and P.J. Buchanan considered such events in the field of external migration in the framework of the theory of the “clash of civilizations” that, despite its popularity, in our opinion, greatly distorts the meaning of processes that are actually taking place today. Thus, a wave of refugees from Iraq, Syria, Libya and Afghanistan was not due to a clash of civilizations, but due to the military and political operations carried out in these countries. Supporters of this theory also could not attribute the riots in France taken place in November-December 2005 to the manipulations of radical Islamic groups.

As for modern Russia, forced migration has become an issue that has not received full understanding and deliberate government decisions. Failure of the state to provide help for displaced people in a number of cases may lead to non-compliance with international obligations and reduction of the international prestige of the country and the lack of proper regulation of the legal status of foreign citizens and stateless people may increase the risk of criminal and administrative offenses.

The problem of refugees in Russia, which was almost unfamiliar in the Soviet period, has become the focus of attention of practitioners, journalists and scientists in the 1990’s. Then, at the beginning of this century, the interest in it has significantly weakened. However, in recent years, with the growth of the flow of refugees from Eastern Ukraine and other asylum seekers, this problem acquired great importance again.

In early 2014, as a result of the large-scale use of military forces in the Donetsk and Lugansk regions, as well as the deterioration of the political and economic situation in Ukraine and pessimistic expectations of the population with respect to its development has resulted in a dramatic increase of forced immigration of Ukrainian citizens in the Russian Federation.

Based on the principles of humanism and brotherhood with the people of Ukraine Russia has consistently pursued a policy of “wide-open doors”, in spite of the serious burden of their reception.

The Ukrainian citizens coming to Russia were given the opportunity to regularize their legal status in accordance with the Federal Law “On the Legal Status of Foreign Citizens in the Russian Federation” or apply for asylum in accordance with the Federal Law “On Refugees”.

Today in Russia there are about 2.6 million Ukrainian citizens. Citizens of Ukraine actively apply to the Russian Federal Migration Service units to determine their legal status. Thus, as of late October 2015 in Russia, there are more than 325 thousand people with a temporary residence permit, more than 111 thousand people – with a permanent residence permit, 149 thousand permits for employment have been issued (144 thousand patents; 5 thousand work permits). More than 311 thousand Ukrainian citizens with a refugee status or a temporary residence permit are registered.

In addition, in the period from 2014 till September 1, 2015, more than 114 thousand people arrived from Ukraine became the participants of the State Programme to Assist Voluntary Resettlement of Compatriots Living Abroad to the Russian Federation.

Thus, the Russian Federation has helped more than one million citizens of Ukraine through
the provision of various types of international protection.

Afghanistan has also been a problematic region for a long time. This year 5.7 thousand people came from Afghanistan, which is almost 15% more than last year. More than 8.7 thousand people reside in Russia, including 4.3 thousand people with a temporary residence permit and a permanent residence permit. About 1 thousand people have a refugee status or a temporary shelter.

This year, more than 9.2 thousand citizens of Syria came to the Russian Federation, which is almost 3% more than last year. And today there are about 7 thousand Syrian citizens living in Russia, including about 4.5 thousand people with a temporary residence permit and a permanent residence permit. More than 1.5 thousand people have a refugee status or a temporary shelter.

In general, it can be noted that the situation with citizens of Syria, Afghanistan and Ukraine arriving in the territory of the Russian Federation is within the legal framework and is fully controlled.

At the same time, the national asylum system, on the one hand, should provide socio-economic, legal, cultural and psychological support to refugees and persons who have been granted temporary asylum, and on the other hand, the preservation of national security and internal stability in the socio-economic sphere of the host region.

A comparative legal analysis of the application of the current edition of the Federal Law “On Refugees” with the law enforcement practice of asylum in Russia has revealed a number of shortcomings of the Law.

First of all, it should be noted that the procedure for recognition of a refugee status is overextended. The intermediate stages provided for by the current legislation, such as the preliminary examination of an application, a decision to grant notification that a request for recognition of a refugee status is under consideration on the merits or the refusal to consider the application on the merits only complicate the procedure. This leads to unnecessarily longstanding processing of an application.

In this context, it seems appropriate to exclude a stage of preliminary examination of the application from the Federal Law “On Refugees” turning this procedure into a one-step type.

It is necessary to introduce the notions of “safe country” and “safe third country”, “temporary protection” at the legislative level, to clarify the concept of “family member” providing for the combination of the refugee recognition procedures and the provision of temporary shelter, which will shorten the term for determining legal status of a person who applied for asylum by three months.

It is also appropriate to provide for a mechanism of redistribution of persons who have applied for asylum in the Russian Federation territory through annual establishment by the Federal Migration Service of Russia of the distribution quota for registration of applications for a refugee status or temporary asylum in the Russian Federation for the territorial bodies.

In order to ensure security for persons seeking asylum, persons recognized as refugees and persons granted temporary asylum or temporary protection in the Russian Federation we should have a ban to disclose, without the written consent, information about these people to the state bodies, other organizations and citizens of the state of their nationality or
former habitual residence, the media, with the exception of the Office of the UN Office of the High Commissioner on Refugees, as well as the executive bodies of the Russian Federation and other organizations, statutory activities of which involve assisting these categories of citizens in the Russian Federation.

In accordance with the provision of the 1951 United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, it is appropriate to provide for an exception from the principle of non-refoulment of persons whose stay in the territory of the Russian Federation threatens Russian national security, or persons convicted by a final judgment of the court for the committing a particularly serious crime in the Russian Federation who pose a threat to public safety.

In our opinion, there is no need to accept applications for asylum outside the Russian Federation on the territory of third countries, since in this situation, when the applicants are not under the jurisdiction of the Russian Federation, it is impossible to provide adequate international protection and verify the validity of their applications. Also we should take into account a special procedure for considering applications for asylum of persons who are in a transit zone of an international airport or international sea or river ports of the Russian Federation. An important innovation in the law should be the establishment of clear criteria for granting temporary asylum to foreign citizens in the Russian Federation.

Probably, it is necessary to exclude the pre-trial appeal in the Federal Migration Service of Russia of the territorial bodies’ decisions, and to clarify the procedure for considering claims in courts. Such measures will reduce the deadlines for claims against decisions of the territorial bodies of the FMS of Russia to 15 days, and in some cases up to seven days from the day of familiarization with the decision by a person.

We also should particularly note the need to arrange the order of reception of migrant populations in the event of the emergency, mass arrival in the Russian Federation in search of temporary protection by determining the legal status of persons who were granted temporary protection.

Thus, in the provision of international protection to asylum seekers in the Russian Federation, there are still gaps that, in the author's opinion, should be solved by making appropriate amendments and changes in the existing legal framework.

Another aspect is the security problem. In recent years, there is a growing number of terrorist acts committed in countries receiving immigrants by naturalized foreigners on ideological and radical religious grounds. In this regard, there is a need to develop new approaches to control processes of population migration at different levels of government regulation in the areas of cultural, educational, social, economic, foreign and domestic policies that will contribute to the development of effective measures for the timely response to the challenges and threats to national security.
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Статья профессора В.А. Волоха посвящена одной из самых острых тем современности – проблемам миграции вокруг и внутри России. В условиях экономической и политической глобализации претерпели изменения не только базовые характеристики международных миграционных процессов, но и определяющие их факторы. Страны – члены ЕС серьезно обеспокоены вопросами неконтролируемого потока мигрантов с Ближнего Востока и пытаются найти пути урегулирования миграционного кризиса. В России по мере нарастания потока беженцев с востока Украины и других категорий мигрантов эта проблема также приобрела серьезное значение.
Профessor В.А. Волох подробно рассматривает государственную миграционную политику Российской Федерации, процессы и механизмы управления миграционными потоками, принимаемые меры по недопущению незаконной миграции на территорию страны, а также предлагает возможные пути оптимизации законодательства о беженцах.
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